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Dire straights.Rock bottom.Out of options.It's where we were. My pack and I.A simple bargain.A

childhood crush.Could it work? In a world of fated mates how would we possibly fake it for

everyone?Luca made it all sound so easy. My heart, body, and wolf were on board. I just needed to

convince my head. I couldn't deny the alpha he was or the chemistry between us. Only time could

tell if it would be for eternity. A not so simple bargain changed it all.
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This is part of the Howls Romance series and is a really good book. Caleigh has been keeping the

books for her pack and they are drowning. She doesnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t know what to do when she

finally breaks down and tells her father who is Alpha of the pack that they are losing money. She

also tells her best friend who is a member of another pack. TheyÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ve been best

friends since birth and her brother, Luca, is Alpha of their pack. Their packs have always been close

and looked out for each other but something this serious doesnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t need to get out to

the public. Then Luca comes up with a really good plan. ThereÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s a lot going on but

Luca keeps telling her everything will be ok. Luca is a great Alpha and gets along great with both



packs. I enjoyed reading this book and canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t wait to read more in the Howls

Romance. ItÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s a great read with some good sex to get the blood flowing. I

voluntarily read and reviewed this book that I received from the author.

This book has it allÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦ secrets, lust, heartbreak, love and happily ever after. The

chemistry between Luca and Cal sets the book on fire. When I started this book I was not sure how

it would turn out, that in itself kept me reading. The determination in Luca and the willingness of Cal

only made the story better. With each book in this series, I canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t wait for the next

one so I can see where the packs may go. I was lucky to have able to read this book as part of

Ryan Michele ARC. This is one I will read again.

This is one of my fav wolf shifter books. It has all elements. It's hot, catchy and has alpha hero I

adore and strong alpha heroine that I love. Add some drama, which I love and it's a perfect few

hours of awesome read.

Wow, I've always loved the way Ryan has written, but my goodness, she outdid herself with Luca

and Caleigh!! This book was short but oh so HOT!

I have never once been disappointed in anything coming from Ryan Michele. This is just another to

add to my list of favorites!!!

What a wonderful paranormal shifter novel. This book combines some wonderful themes common in

most novels. We have the paranormal aspect, which is always great. There is also an alpha male

with a bargain thrown in to spice things up a bit. Add the undeniable chemistry between characters

and you have one hot novel!The plot of this book drew me in. These two characters have a history

together. They have known each other for a long time. I like the idea that one jumps in to offer a

bargain to help save the other. It is obvious from the beginning that there is some ulterior motive at

play though. Add in the mystery and suspense and this is a wonderful novel.The characters in this

book were written wonderfully. I love the spunky Caleigh. I think she speaks to me most because I

feel like I relate to her so much. She feels she has the weight of the world on her shoulders. I swear

her heart is made of gold. Then you have Luca. I was suspicious of his intentions from word go. I

liked getting to know him though. I love alpha males and he is the definition of one.There is plenty of

hot and sexy scenes in this book. Like I said before, the chemistry between these characters are off



the chart. Their shared history and their new bargain adds some interesting dynamics into their

interactions. What I love even more is the feisty side that comes out of Caleigh due to this new

arrangement. This aspect of the book is not lacking.This book has a steady pace. I liked the

characters and the plot. For the most part, this book is wonderful. My only complaint is that there

seemed to be a bigger plot being introduced, but I felt it fell a little flat. I felt that this plot was not

explained well enough to really feel like it is a part of the book. It felt segmented from the story. With

that being said, it did not ruin the book or anything, just caused a bit confusion in my mind.Overall, I

enjoyed this book. I liked the characters and the plot. There is already a second book being planned

and I cannot wait to read more from this author. I would recommend this book to others as I did

enjoy it even if it was not a 5 star for me. I hope to see this series continue for at least a couple

more books.Ratings:Plot: 5/5Characters: 5/5Heat: 5/5Writing Style: 4/5Overall: 4/5

**Received ARC for a fair and honest review**I'd rate the Alpha's Bargain at 4.5 stars. I really

enjoyed this book, it was a fun, fast, hot/steamy read. Caleigh's pack is in serious financial trouble,

but they can't just go to a bank, not even a shifter bank to get a loan without coming across to other

packs as being weak for not being able to manage their finances properly. Worse yet, not only is

she daughter of the Alpha, but she's the one managing their financial matters. When Caleigh hits a

low point she talks to her best friend who is also a member of another pack. Thinking that she's

helping her friend, she goes to her brother the alpha of the pack, who makes a proposition or

bargain with Caleigh to fix the financial issues of her pack. Luca is the alpha of his pack, he's strong,

dominant and knows what he wants, and what he wants is Caleigh. This financial issue just gives

him an easy solution to get what he wants, Caleigh as his.Caleigh at first comes across as anxious,

and meek, but when faced with adversity really steps up and shows that she can be a true alpha

leader for the females. When it was first mentioned in the book that she was destined to be an alpha

female, I didn't see it, but the author did a great job of developing Caleigh's character. Luca is an

alpha male, and is consistent and caring throughout. I really enjoyed the characters, and

sub-characters. If you like hot and steamy, you will not be disappointed. I'm hoping Sage gets a

story and soon, with the person that is mentioned as having an interest in her in the book-- don't

want to give that little spoiler away. The only criticism I have which is why I didn't give the book 5

stars, is though there is an epilogue, the story just ended and the epilogue didn't give me that

closure to the story I like-- just my opinion. Hope this helps! Happy Reading!!!
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